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● Name
● School or Organization
● Fun Fact
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Three Dimensions of NGSS
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NGSS Cross-Cutting Concepts



Crosscutting Concept 
Exploration
Activity 1: CCC Progressions
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Whole Group Discussion

➢ Was it clear what order the ideas 
belonged in?

➢ What clues helped you figure out the 
progression?

➢ What are your initial observations 
about the progressions?



Crosscutting Concept 
Exploration
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Activity 2: One phenomenon, many CCCs



Piping Plovers
Using your CCC as your lens, record what you notice.

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5uUAALuVmc 
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System and 
System 
Models 
Example:
I notice 3 parts 
of the system 
interacting - 
one adult 
plover and 2 
baby plovers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5uUAALuVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5uUAALuVmc


Can we connect this phenomenon to the CCC?
Can we find a connection for a specific grade 
band?

What might students learn from viewing this 
phenomenon through this CCC lens?

Does it help us understand something about the 
phenomenon?

Discussion
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CCC Reflections

LUC K-8 Vertical Collaboration Sessions
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Puzzling Phenomenon

12Adapted from Amplify Science

https://amplify.com/programs/amplify-science/


Ecologists monitor moon jelly 
populations in Glacier Sea, AK

13Adapted from Amplify Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B3f-W5VVEIb7atcF1BghP4jrj5MaGuvG/view?usp=sharingP_EQ6dPj_1X/view?usp=sharing
https://amplify.com/programs/amplify-science/


Population Change in Moon Jellies
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On the graph, we see 
that the jelly 
population was 
stable before the 
year 2000, and then 
it started increasing.

This change is what 
we will be modeling.

Adapted from Amplify Science

https://amplify.com/programs/amplify-science/


What could have caused the size of 
moon jelly populations to increase?
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Modeling the possible ways moon jelly populations could have increased

Adapted from Amplify Science

https://amplify.com/programs/amplify-science/


Evidence-based connections
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• Can you tie any of the Crosscutting Concept elements to a 
specific teacher comment? 

• Is there a CCC connection you can make that is NOT on the 
Jamboard?

• Do teacher comments reflect engagement with other 
Crosscutting Concepts? What does that imply about the 
Crosscuts?

• If this phenomenon and/or content was not for 6-8, but for the 
grade band YOU teach, how might engagement with the 
crosscutting concept look different? Can you build on what this 
experience offers to make it applicable to your students?

Your Connections 
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Leveraging the Last Dimension

Source:  https://ngss.sdcoe.net/Evidence-Based-Practices/Using-the-Crosscutting-Concepts-to-Build-Student-Sense-Making-and-Reasoning 18

https://ngss.sdcoe.net/Evidence-Based-Practices/Using-the-Crosscutting-Concepts-to-Build-Student-Sense-Making-and-Reasoning
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13UR4bjKBq7xJVF2bFN9GLwwiC_UdWAsMnbghTXikTNY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13UR4bjKBq7xJVF2bFN9GLwwiC_UdWAsMnbghTXikTNY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13UR4bjKBq7xJVF2bFN9GLwwiC_UdWAsMnbghTXikTNY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13UR4bjKBq7xJVF2bFN9GLwwiC_UdWAsMnbghTXikTNY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13UR4bjKBq7xJVF2bFN9GLwwiC_UdWAsMnbghTXikTNY/edit?usp=sharing


• How do ideas about what students might learn 
differ based on the CCC being applied?

• What is it like forcing yourself to examine a 
phenomenon through a specific lens? Did you 
notice or think about anything you might have 
missed otherwise?

• How might you go about deciding which CCC to 
use when teaching a given piece of content?

• How might using a CCC lens enhance student 
learning?

Q&A / Reflection
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THANK YOU!

Consider…
Things to try:
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● Meet with your science team (grade level, vertical, etc.) and start 
a discussion around the CCC progressions.

● Choose a focal CCC for your science meetings next year.
● Be explicit with your instruction around the CCCs.

Tools to use:
● CCC Progressions
● Evidence-based thinking prompts 


